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Read the story that has inspired millions The desert, I remember. The shrieking hyenas, I remember....I remember playing soccer
with rocks, and a strange man telling me and my brother Tewolde that we had to go on a trip and Tewolde refusing to go. The
man took out a piece of gum and Tewolde happily traded it for his homeland.... So begins the remarkable true story of a young
boy's journey from civil war in east Africa to a refugee camp in Sudan, to a childhood on welfare in an affluent American suburb,
and eventually to a full-tuition scholarship at Harvard University. Following his father's advice to "treat all people-even the most
unsightly beetles-as though they were angels sent from heaven," Mawi overcomes the challenges of language barriers, cultural
differences, racial prejudice, and financial disadvantage to build a fulfilling, successful life for himself in his new home. Of Beetles
and Angels is at once a harrowing survival story and a compelling examination of the refugee experience. With hundreds of
thousands of copies sold since its initial publication, the unforgettable memoir continues to touch and inspire readers. This
special fifteenth anniversary edition features bonus materials, including a new introduction and afterword by the author. *please
note the updated anniversary edition will be released in June. Orders placed before that edition is available will receive the
current paperback*
A lonely troll and a fierce, spiky girl form an unlikely alliance in Leonie Agnew's extraordinary novel for children aged 9 years
and up. Seth has been trapped behind the iron bars of the public gardens for as long as he can remember. By day he's frozen as a
statue of a shepherd boy, but as soon as the sun sets he roams the park, ravenously hungry. He is a troll, and the food he seeks is
human memories. Then he meets Stella. There's something so different about her - Seth doesn't want her memories. He simply
wants to talk to her. But there's someone else in the garden who sees Stella as a threat...and a meal. Captivating, spine-tingling
and surprising, this is a novel that holds you spellbound. What is Stella trying to forget? What are the memories that Seth is
piecing together? And will he ever escape the lonely garden and start truly living?
The bestselling, prize-winning Adventures on Trains series embarks on a thrilling fourth adventure as Harrison Beck investigates
an ancient family curse high in the German mountains in Danger at Dead Man's Pass.
History, mystery, and science collide in a new series for middle-grade readers, perfect for fans of The Mysterious Benedict
Society and Lemony Snicket! Jordan Stratford imagines an alternate 1826, where Ada Lovelace (the world s first computer
programmer) and Mary Shelley (author of Frankenstein) meet as girls and form a secret detective agency! Lady Ada Byron, age
eleven, is a genius. Isolated, awkward and a bit rude̶but a genius. Mary Godwin, age fourteen, is a romantic. Adventurous,
astute, and kind, Mary is to become Ada s first true friend. And together, the girls conspire to form the Wollstonecraft Detective
Agency̶a secret constabulary for the apprehension of clever criminals. Their first case involves a stolen heirloom, a false
confession, and an array of fishy suspects. But it s no match for the deductive powers and bold hearts of Ada and Mary.
Mystery fans will love this tween girl riff on Sherlock Holmes and John Watson. History buffs will be delighted to see all the real
figures who play a role in this story and appreciate the extensive backmatter that helps separate truth from fiction. Parents and
educators hoping to promote the STEM fields for girls will be thrilled to have a series where two girls use math, science, and
creative analytical thinking to solve crimes. But most especially--emerging readers will love this series filled with humor, action,
intrigue and wonderful artwork from Kelly Murphy.
Don't Go
The Case of the Missing Moonstone (The Wollstonecraft Detective Agency, Book 1)
The Book of Lies
Midnight Without A Moon
Beetle & the Hollowbones
Washington Post 2017 KidsPost Summer Book Club selection! It’s Mississippi in the summer of 1955, and Rose Lee Carter can’t wait
to move north. But for now, she’s living with her sharecropper grandparents on a white man’s cotton plantation. Then, one town over,
an African American boy, Emmett Till, is killed for allegedly whistling at a white woman. When Till’s murderers are unjustly acquitted,
Rose realizes that the South needs a change . . . and that she should be part of the movement. Linda Jackson’s moving debut
seamlessly blends a fictional portrait of an African American family and factual events from a famous trial that provoked change in
race relations in the United States.
The hilarious first book in a middle-grade fantasy trilogy about the magical rivers that run through the sewers of London and shape
history in ways you'd never learn in school. Magic is real. History is a big, fat lie. Before Hyacinth Hayward moves from Illinois to
London, she reads up on the city’s history. Too bad for her. Because the books are wrong. The truth is, London was built on magical
rivers, and all the major events in its past have been about people trying to control the magic. Hyacinth discovers this when her mom is
kidnapped. In the chase to get her back, Hyacinth encounters a giant intelligent pig in a bathing suit, a boy with amnesia, an adorable
tosher (whatever that is), a sarcastic old lady, and a very sketchy unicorn. Somehow Hyacinth has to figure out who to trust, so she
can save her mom and, oh yeah, not cause a second Great Fire of London.
From MG Leonard, the award-winning author of Beetle Boy and Duncan Beedie, the bestselling illustrator of The Bear Who Stared
comes this standout picture book about a little beetle with a big heart! Deep in the rainforest, rhinoceros beetles Buster and Rex are
sharing stories. Buster has so many heroic tales - he's SO strong and daring! Every story leaves Rex in awe - he's never met such an
amazing beetle! But with danger just around the corner, will Buster live up to his reputation, or will it be up to Rex to save the day?
After all, bravery comes in all shapes and sizes!
A boy overcomes his fear of water and connects with nature in this powerful novel of transformation Thirteen-year-old Niilo's unruly
behaviour means his loving parents sent him to Wild School, a young offender's unit on an island in the Finnish archipelago. Angry at
first, eventually he comes to enjoy being there and builds a close relationship with his mentor, Hannu, who helps him face his demons
and overcome his lifelong fear of water. But when Niilo hears Hannu is leaving, he is so upset he decides to run away. Escaping is one
thing, but living alone in the wild is completely different and it tests Niilo to the utmost, especially as his fear of water still haunts him.
With the help of a seal, Hannu eventually finds Niilo, but on the way back to Wild School Niilo is thrown into the water and experiences
a revelation that will change his life for the better.
Raiders' Ransom
Library of the World's Best Mystery and Detective Stories
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Bullet Train
The Lizard War (Battle Bugs #1)
Beetle Boy
Darkus's dad has disappeared - but his new friend, a giant beetle called Baxter, is some consolation. Together,
boy and beetle set out to solve the mystery of his father's disappearance. But Lucretia Cutter - a fashion
designer with a penchant for beetle jewellery - is dead set against their success ...
In The Highland Falcon Thief: Adventures on Trains #1, a middle-grade series starter from MG Leonard and
Sam Sedgman, a young boy is swept up in an investigation to uncover the perpetrator of a jewel theft. When
eleven-year-old Harrison "Hal" Beck is forced to accompany his travel-writer uncle on the last journey of a
royal train, he expects a boring trip spent away from video games and children his age. But then Hal spots a
girl who should not be on board, and he quickly makes friends with the stowaway, Lenny. Things get even more
interesting when the royal prince and princess board for the last leg of the journey—because the princess's
diamond necklace is soon stolen and replaced with a fake! Suspicion falls on the one person who isn't
supposed to be there: Lenny. It's up to Hal, his keen observation, and his skill as a budding sketch artist to
uncover the real jewel thief, clear his friend's name, and return the diamond necklace before The Highland
Falcon makes its last stop.
An enchanting, riotous, and playfully illustrated debut graphic novel following a young goblin trying to save
her best friend from the haunted mall—perfect for fans of Steven Universe and Adventure Time. In the eerie
town of ‘Allows, some people get to be magical sorceresses, while other people have their spirits trapped in the
mall for all ghastly eternity. Then there’s twelve-year-old goblin-witch Beetle, who’s caught in between. She’d
rather skip being homeschooled completely and spend time with her best friend, Blob Glost. But the mall is
getting boring, and B.G. is cursed to haunt it, tethered there by some unseen force. And now Beetle’s old best
friend, Kat, is back in town for a sorcery apprenticeship with her Aunt Hollowbone. Kat is everything Beetle
wants to be: beautiful, cool, great at magic, and kind of famous online. Beetle’s quickly being left in the dust.
But Kat’s mentor has set her own vile scheme in motion. If Blob Ghost doesn’t escape the mall soon, their
afterlife might be coming to a very sticky end. Now, Beetle has less than a week to rescue her best ghost,
encourage Kat to stand up for herself, and confront the magic she’s been avoiding for far too long. And
hopefully ride a broom without crashing.
Fleeing home from his military service in Afghanistan when his wife dies in an apparent freak household
accident, Dr. Mike Scanlon struggles with the tragedy, his inability to bond with his new baby daughter and a
downsizing in his medical practice only to discover a shocking secret that changes his understanding of
everything. By the Edgar Award-winning author of Come Home. 300,000 first printing.
Front Lines
My Brother is a Superhero
The Highland Falcon Thief: Adventures on Trains #1
Operation Bunny
Wild Song

Quirky, creepy, unforgettable adventure, for fans of Roald Dahl and Tim Burton. Who is the evil
genius plotting revenge in the town that used to be Perfect?Things are quiet in the town that
used to be Perfect until Violet receives a strange note and she catches Tom sneaking about. When
Violet and Boy follow Tom they uncover a lot more trouble brewing. Town is about to be taken
over by a huge zombie army. Can Violet and Boy save themselves and their friends? It's a matter
of life or death!A reissue of the highly charged finale to the bestselling series that began
with A Place Called Perfect.Fans of Roald Dahl, Neil Gaiman and Tim Burton will love this
quirky, creepy and unforgettable adventure series.
Aleister CrowleyÕs The Book of Lies is an important and complex work of occultism. Deciphering
its many layers of hidden meaning requires a little patience and more than a beginnerÕs
knowledge of Thelema. For those interested in passing beyond the initiate stage, the reward
offered by a deeper understanding of this challenging text is well worth the effort. This new
2018 edition of The Book of Lies from Kismet Publishing restores all of CrowleyÕs original text,
including the important keys, sigils and diagrams often omitted from reprints.
Are you sick of being utterly adorable? Tired of being cuddled and hugged? Fed up of having your
head confused for your bottom because you just so happen to be SOOOOPER-DOOOOOPER fluffy? Lin:
If you answered yes to any of those questions, then you're in the right book. Everyone thinks
that Lin is the cutest panda in the world. So much so that they ship her off to the local zoo,
away from her beloved brother, to be ogled at by the masses. But Lin HATES being cute, and now
she will do everything in her power to prove that she's the baddest, meanest, most un-cute
animal in the zoo. Laugh-yourself-out-of-bed hilarious, the first in a new series from the
creators of DAVE PIGEON.
In a dark future, when North America has split into two warring nations, 15-year-olds Day, a
famous criminal, and June, the brilliant soldier hired to capture him, discover that they have a
common enemy.P. Putnam's Sons.
The Trouble With Perfect
Battle of the Beetles
The Butter Battle Book
The Memory Thief
Who Let the Gods Out?

In this third book of the middle-grade Adventures on Trains series by M. G. Leonard and
Sam Sedgman, amateur sleuth Hal Beck travels to South Africa with his uncle to a ride a
famous train...and stumbles onto a murder mystery! Following his adventure on the
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California Comet, artist and amateur sleuth Hal Beck is looking forward to another
railway journey with Nat, his journalist uncle—this time riding the historic Safari Star
through South Africa. Then the already eventful journey becomes even more so when one of
their fellow passengers dies on board! Accident . . . or murder? With help from a new
friend, Winston (and his mongoose, Chipo), Hal is determined to figure out if a murder
has really taken place and, if so, who among a long list of suspects is the killer—all
before the Safari Star arrives at its final destination.
Beetle mania is spreading, thanks to M.G. Leonard's bestselling Beetle Boy trilogy. In
the books, Darkus learns all about beetles from an old guide his father had used as a
child. Now that book is available for readers everywhere to discover beetle facts for
themselves! Hilariously narrated by eccentric entomologist "Monty G Leonard", this
lavishly illustrated guide is the perfect starting point for young beetle collectors
everywhere. From scary to weird to jaw-droppingly gorgeous, the 60+ species featured in
this book are certain to inspire a lifelong love of Coleoptera.
If you think monsters don't exist, just ask Theodora Hendrix. The second in a brilliantly
funny new series, perfect for fans of Amelia Fang. After facing down an evil hag, a
thieving skele-crow and an army of the undead, ten-year-old Theodora Hendrix is certain
she can handle anything - that is, until she meets the unpleasant Inspector Shelley and
her even more unpleasant pet rat. Shelley and Ratsputin have come to spy on the MLM, and
are determined to make trouble at every turn. Then Theodora makes a discovery of her own:
a cursed beetle. She needs to destroy it without attracting the attention of the
inspector - and fast. The stakes couldn't be higher: if Theodora fails, her beloved
monster family will rot in the dankest, darkest prisons of Transylvania ...
This classic Dr. Seuss Beginner Book features silly tongue twisters that will have
readers of all ages giggling with glee. When a fox in socks meets Knox in a box, you know
that hilarity will ensue. Add chicks with bricks (and blocks and clocks) and you're sure
to get your words twisted and lips locked. With his unmistakable gift for rhyme, Dr.
Seuss creates a hysterical and energetic way for beginning readers to dive into the joy
of reading. This book comes with the following warning: “This is a book you READ ALOUD to
find out just how smart your tongue is. The first time you read it, don't go fast! This
Fox is a tricky fox. He'll try to get your tongue in trouble.” Originally created by Dr.
Seuss, Beginner Books encourage children to read all by themselves, with simple words and
illustrations that give clues to their meaning.
Danger at Dead Man's Pass
The Academy - Liar
Murder on the Safari Star: Adventures on Trains #3
Beetle Boy: The Beetle Collector's Handbook
Cruel beetle fashionista, Lucretia Cutter, is at large with her yellow ladybird spies. When Darkus, Virginia and
Bertolt discover further evidence of her evil, they're determined to stop her. But the three friends are in
trouble. Darkus' dad has forbidden them to investigate any further - and disgusting crooks Humphrey and
Pickering are out of prison. Hope rests on Novak, Lucretia's daughter and a Hollywood actress, but the beetle
diva is always one scuttle ahead ...
Darkus and his friends continue their unforgettable adventure in this final installment of the Beetle Boy
trilogy.
Kayli Winchester, searching for her missing brother, becomes involved with five mysterious boys who call
themselves "the Academy."
Introduces beetles, including their different parts, their life cycles, what they eat, and what makes them
special in the insect world.
Kidnap on the California Comet: Adventures on Trains #2
Legend
Book One
Theodora Hendrix and the Curious Case of the Cursed Beetle
Boy in the Tower

Strange things are happening in the town that used to be Perfect. Things are being stolen... then children
start going missing too. And everyone is blaming Violet's best friend, Boy. But Boy's not BAD - is he? To
find out what's going on, Violet must uncover secrets from the past and battle a gruesome zombie
monster. Town is in trouble - double trouble - and it's up to Violet to save it. A reissue of this quirky and
creepy sequel to the bestselling A Place Called Perfect, for fans of Roald Dahl, Neil Gaiman and Tim
Burton. "Your heart is in your mouth and you're knee-deep in adventure..." MG Leonard, author of Beetle
Boy
All three books in the bestselling Beetles series by M.G. Leonard! 'Truly great storytelling' Michael
Morpurgo Darkus can't believe his eyes when a huge insect drops out of the trouser leg of his horrible new
neighbour. It's a giant beetle - and it seems to want to communicate. But how can a boy be friends with a
beetle? And what does a beetle have to do with the disappearance of his dad and the arrival of Lucretia
Cutter, with her taste for creepy jewellery?
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Never leave a bug behind-- collect all the Battle Bugs books! Never leave a bug behind! Bug Island is
under attack! The lizard army is invading and the Battle Bugs are losing. Their only hope against the
intruders is a strange creature they’ve never seen before-- a human being named Max. Max doesn’t know
how he ended up on Bug Island--but he does know the Battle Bugs need his help!
When they first arrived, they came quietly and stealthily as if they tip-toed into the world when we were
all looking the other way. Ade loves living at the top of a tower block. From his window, he feels like he
can see the whole world stretching out beneath him. His mum doesnâe(tm)t really like looking outside âe"
but itâe(tm)s going outside that she hates. Sheâe(tm)s happier sleeping all day inside their tower, where
itâe(tm)s safe. But one day, other tower blocks on the estate start falling down around them and strange,
menacing plants begin to appear. Now their tower isnâe(tm)t safe anymore. Ade and his mum are trapped
and thereâe(tm)s no way out . . .
Rex the Rhinoceros Beetle
The Beetle Book
A Summer of Silk Moths
The Battle with Perfect
Fox in Socks
Elliot Hooper wants nothing more than a regular life for him and his mom. Then a Constellation of the Zodiac
crashes from the sky into a pile of cow dung in front of him, and that wish explodes in a spray of...well...you
know. Virgo, a 1,964-year-old girl, is on a routine mission to Earth and ABSOLUTELY FORBIDDEN from
interacting with mortals. So of course she takes Elliot along with her. But when an evil daemon named Thanatos
escapes to wreak terrible havoc, their routine mission turns not-so-routine. For if Elliot and Virgo don't track
down the retired Zeus and the rest of the Olympians and help them catch Thanatos, mortals and gods alike won't
be long for this earth. Elliot Hooper's life just got a whole lot more LEGENDARY.
She was one of those pretty and charming girls who are sometimes, as if by a mistake of destiny, born in a
family of clerks. She had no dowry, no expectations, no means of being known, understood, loved, wedded, by
any rich and distinguished man; and she let herself be married to a little clerk at the Ministry of Public
Instruction.
Twitch has three pet chickens, four pigeons, swallows nesting in his bedroom and a passion for birdwatching.
On the first day of the summer holidays he arrives at his secret hide to find police everywhere. A convicted
robber has broken out of prison and is hiding in Aves Wood. Can Twitch use his talents for birdwatching in the
hunt for the dangerous prisoner and find the missing loot?
A dark, satirical thriller by the bestselling Japanese author, following the perilous train ride of five highly
motivated assassins—soon to be a major film from Sony starring Brad Pitt, Joey King, Aaron Taylor-Johnson,
Brian Tyree Henry, Andrew Koji, Hiroyuki Sanada, Michael Shannon, and Benito A Martínez Ocasio, and more
Satoshi—The Prince—looks like an innocent schoolboy but is really a stylish and devious assassin. Risk fuels
him, as does a good philosophical debate, such as questioning: Is killing really wrong? Kimura’s young son is in
a coma thanks to The Prince, and Kimura has tracked him onto a bullet train heading from Tokyo to Morioka to
exact his revenge. But Kimura soon discovers that they are not the only dangerous passengers on board.
Nanao, also nicknamed Ladybug, the self-proclaimed “unluckiest assassin in the world,” is put on the bullet
train by his boss, a mysterious young woman called Maria, to steal a suitcase full of money and get off at the
first stop. The lethal duo of Tangerine and Lemon are also traveling to Morioka, and the suitcase leads others to
show their hands. Why are they all on the same train, and who will make it off alive? A bestseller in Japan, Bullet
Train is an original and propulsive thriller that fizzes with incredible energy as its complex net of double-crosses
and twists unwinds up to the last station.
Beetle Queen
A Novel
Hyacinth and the Secrets Beneath
A Boy's Remarkable Journey from a Refugee Camp to Harvard
Twitch
First published in hardback by Viking, 2015.
In this second book of the middle-grade Adventures on Trains series, amateur sleuth Hal Beck travels to the U.S. with his uncle to ride a
famous train—the California Comet—and stumbles on a new mystery to solve, in M.G. Leonard and Sam Sedgman's Kidnap on the California
Comet... After his adventure on the Highland Falcon, amateur sleuth Hal Beck is excited to embark on another journey with his journalist
uncle. This time, they're set to ride the historic California Comet from Chicago to San Francisco. Hal mostly keeps to himself on the trip,
feeling homesick and out of place in America. But he soon finds himself drawn into another mystery when the young daughter of a billionaire
tech entrepreneur goes missing! Along with new friends—spunky 13-year-old Mason and his younger sister, Hadley—Hal races against the
clock to find the missing girl before the California Comet reaches its final destination.
The Butter Battle Book, Dr. Seuss's classic cautionary tale, introduces readers to the important lesson of respecting differences. The Yooks
and Zooks share a love of buttered bread, but animosity brews between the two groups because they prefer to enjoy the tasty treat
differently. The timeless and topical rhyming text is an ideal way to teach young children about the issues of tolerance and respect. Whether
in the home or in the classroom, The Butter Battle Book is a must-have for readers of all ages.
Winner of the inaugural Chicken House/London Times Children's Fiction Competition, which called it "a funny, clever, towering adventure."
Because of climate change, much of 23rd-century England is underwater. Poor Lilly is out fishing with her trusty first mate, Cat, when greedy
raiders pillage the town--and kidnap the Prime Minister's daughter. Her village blamed, Lilly decides to find the girl. Off she sails, in secret.
And with a ransom: a mysterious talking jewel. Along the way she forms a wary friendship with Zeph, a punky raider boy. "If I save the Prime
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Minister's daughter," Lilly reasons, "he's sure to reward me." Little does Lilly know that it will take more than grit to outwit the tricky,
treacherous piratical tribes!
Bad Panda
Of Beetles and Angels
The Battle of the Beetles: The Complete Beetle Trilogy

Beetle BoyChicken House
An epic, genre-bending, and transformative new series that reimagines World War II with female soldiers fighting on the front lines.
World War II, 1942. A court decision makes women subject to the draft and eligible for service. The unproven American army is
going up against the greatest fighting force ever assembled, the armed forces of Nazi Germany. Three girls sign up to fight. Rio
Richlin, Frangie Marr, and Rainy Schulterman are average girls, girls with dreams and aspirations, at the start of their lives, at the
start of their loves. Each has her own reasons for volunteering: Rio fights to honor her sister; Frangie needs money for her family;
Rainy wants to kill Germans. For the first time they leave behind their homes and families—to go to war. These three daring young
women will play their parts in the war to defeat evil and save the human race. As the fate of the world hangs in the balance, they
will discover the roles that define them on the front lines. They will fight the greatest war the world has ever known. Perfect for fans
of Girl in the Blue Coat, Salt to the Sea, The Book Thief, and Code Name Verity, from New York Times bestselling author Michael
Grant.
A seventeen-year-old boy and girl learn long-held secrets about their pasts as they overcome their initial antipathy toward one
another on a Michigan nature preserve dedicated to her dead father.
When Emily Vole inherits an abandoned shop, she discovers a magical world she never knew existed. And a fairy-hating witch, a
mischievous set of golden keys, and a train full of brightly colored bunnies are just a few of the surprises that come with it. With the
help of a talking cat called Fidget and a grumpy fairy detective called Buster, it is up to Emily to save the fairies and get to the
bottom of Operation Bunny.
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